
Class VII  
          Assignment/H.W 
              13/07/2020 
 
                   Science 
 
 
1. Write short note on Merino wool, Pashmina wool and shahtoosh wool?.  
2. Why wollen garments are worn only in winters? 
3. How do you distinguish between silk and wool fibre.  
4.Define the following trems :- 
  a) kemp 
  b) Shoody 
  c) weaving 
  d) chrysalis 
  e) filature 
  
              Maths 
CHAPTER -1 (Integers) 
Q:-1. Simply  65÷(-13)+(-72)÷ (-8) 
[Ans: 4] 
Q:- 2.Product of two integers is -437 . If one integer is 23, find the other . 
Q:- 3. A shopkeeper earns a profit of Rs. 1 by selling a pencil and a loss of 20 paisa 
by selling an eraser. 
(i) In a given day he had a loss of Rs. 10. On this day, he sold 35 pencils. How many erasers were sold on this day. 
(ii) Next day, he earn a profit of Rs. 25. On this day he sold 100 erasers. 
How many pencils did he sell. 
[Ans: (i) 225  (ii)  45] 
Q:- 4. Simplify: 
(i) 5-{3-[2-(2x(-3)+1)+(3-5)]} {Ans: 7} (ii)7-[6-{5+(1-3+4}] {Ans 8} 
Q:- 5. Seeing the poor and under privileged children in the neighborhood, a resident of Bharat Nagar decided to 
distribute 1 shawl and 1 blanket during winter to every needy person. The cost of shawl is Rs. 350 and cost of a blanket 
is Rs. 650. 
(i)  find the total number of shawls and blankets distributed if there are 82 houses contributing Rs. 500 each. 
iiWhat value do you learn from this situation. 
(Ans:  41 shawls, 41 blankets) 
      
                  English 
 
Q1 - Write the meaning and frame a sentence from each hard word given below: 
 
Hobbit, nasty ,bare, dwarf,soles,wizard , � dragon, goblin, giant ,bid. 
 
Q2. Write the synonyms of these words: 
 
Comfort ,difficult, pleased wander, gracious. 
 
Q3- write a paragraph on your dream adventure in about 120 words: 
 
Hint:- you can mention these points: 
Where would you like to go? 
Whom would you like to go with? 
How would you undertake this journey? 



Why do you want to go there?  
          SOCIAL SCIENCE 
             
Answer the following question in your fair copy 
 
1- Who founded the chola dyansty?  
2-What is the timeline of the attack of mahmud Ghazni in India?  
3- Who was Chanda bardai? What was he wrote in his poem?  
4- What was Gopuram?  
5- Which temple style is followed in southern India?  
6- By Which dynasty Sun temple at modhera was constructed?  
7- What was the name of temple made by Rajaraja?  
 
8- What was UR?  
9- Who was the member of Nagaram?  
10- Name the dynasty constructed the Natraj ( dancing shiva) at tanjor? 
 
Note:- complete your book exercise in history ch-2 and find the answers of the question given in chapter,  
( solution has been provided to you in group)  
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